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Code geass nunnally and suzaku

After the Black Rebellion, the world became a different place from what people knew. But even so, there was still one who wanted to change it for the better. This is the story of his renewed revolution... Language: English words: 656,162 chapters: 39/? Kudos: 12 bookmarks: 12 Hits: 796 For each saga, there are always
parts that remain separate from the center, which can only be found when one seems difficult enough. These are the unspeasible stories of Geas Megido... Language: English words: 21,742 chapters: 6/? Kudos: 6 bookmarks: 2 Hits: 105 Started with a hug. It's just a simple hug. Then she slipped into a back massage,
and then... and then Nunali realized... after all that's been... He never showed Suzak how much he took care of him.so, Without thinking about it, Nunnall leaned over and... Part 1 of SuzaNunna Draskoti language: English words: 3,410 chapters: 1/2 Kudos: 8 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 87 Souzaku is a bed with dangerously high
temperature and Nunalius remains on his side. (After re-intercourse) Part 2 of SuzaNunna Drabbles Language: English Words: 2,823 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 23 Hits: 389 This is just the beginning for Loach and a long stay in Japan. Language: English words: 514 chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 11 Visits: 218 30 years after The
Death of Luluch, Empress Numal now rules Britain. A new rebellion was formed, the Purple Emperor, which was led by Nunali, who wanted to return Japan to the old days. Many secrets will be revealed, including who is Zero? Language: English words: 4,118 chapters: 2/? Kudos: 5 bookmarks: 2 Hits: 348 Opera begins
long before the curtain rises and ends long after it has merged. It began with the imagination of the singers, became their life and remained part of their lives long after they left the opera. For years, the Lamper sisters last saw face to face, but they gathered for the production of Figaro's Marriage, and had to face their
demons. Language: English words: 39,983 chapters: 5/5 Kudos: 11 Visits: 2011 Twelve years after the end of code Geass, Schneisel, once a broken man, finally began to recover. He was visited at his home in New Zealand by his sister, Empress Numa and Zero. Language: English words: 1,375 chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 17
Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 663 Sometimes it takes some time to find all the pieces of happiness. Language: English words: 17,237 chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 52 Bookmarks: 21 Visits: 3070 Day Leluh died is considered a global holiday. Everyone's celebrating the day the tyrant was killed. Language: English words: 1,116 chapters:
1/1 Kudos: 49 Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 924 Language: English words: 100 chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 13 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 461 Wish the world is a gentle place. Numali vi Britannia iv Britain (保─ヴ0-ブ保タ保, Nari vui Buritania), 14 years old (15 at R2), is The main auxiliary characters of Code Geass, and the main character of



Code Geass: Nightmare of Daniel. She was princess of the Holy British Empire and the younger sister of the eleventh Prince Leluh of Britain. He is also 87th in line to the imperial throne and viceroy of Zone 11. After she was exiled, she used the pseudonym Daniel Lamperwege (保保.保保ペ保保保, Nari Ranperuji). Her
seiyū is Kaori Kazuka. In English Oak, it was voiced by Rebecca Forstad. Appearance[edit] The source of Nnell has also inherited her father's brown curly hair (which lasts almost to the length of her middle spine) and violet eyes. She is almost always seen with a small smile on her face, and while under Geiss Charles
her eyes were constantly closed, but always appeared calm and calm. For the attire in the first season, Nanley is often seen wearing the uniform of Ashford Academy (the only recurring character), while wearing a simple white and green dress while at home. In the second, after becoming viceroy of District 11, she wears
a modern dress with a colorful scheme reminiscent of her school uniform and a design similar to that of euphemia's dress. When she was paralyzed as a prisoner, she wore a striped, thin red dress, not the usual prisoners. The personality[edit source] During the Numali series is almost inhumanly kind-hearted, patient
and understanding. She endured her double handicap of blindness and paralysis with a smile and warmth (though Leluch said she would burst into solitude when she was little) and was kind and sympathetic to everyone around her. Nnell has gentle ideals and has told Effie not to embarrass her or embarrass her, and
her belief that what Zero is doing is wrong, she is on a neutral side, which means she will make the world a better place along the way. Like Leluff, Connelly has shown that he can make tough decisions bordering on ruthlessness and over his abilities, as he demonstrated when he voluntarily fired multiple L.I.D.A. to make
him a symbol of the entire world. However, Nunal's greatest weakness is her good heart, unable to be as cold and calculated as her brother. Her biggest feature is her smile, which, according to Leluch, is her way of expressing gratitude to those around her. Daniel can't walk, see or take care of himself, so the least he
can do is smile.  Character structure[edit] | source] Daniel when she was a child. Nunali was the princess and daughter of Emperor Carl ji Britannia and imperial consor Marian vi Britannia. She is 87th in a row over succession to the British throne. When her mother was killed, Nedonal was paralyzed by bullet wounds to
her legs and went to because of the theaschna that her father made her believe she was blind. Leluch believes he might be able to see again someday. After the confrontation between Leluh and the Emperor of Britain over the murder of their mother, Leluh and Linohaili were exiled to Japan as political prisoners. They
then lived in kururugi's residence, where he first met Suyaku Kuruji. After Britain invaded Japan, Leluh hid their identity and changed his surname to Lamperouge. They then sought help from Marianne's old allies, the Ashford family, who kept their identity secret and allowed the two siblings to live in a college building to
accommodate her disabilities. Nnell attended Ashford Middle School and was friends with Leluff's classmates, especially Shirley Fennett. She's very nice and calls 11 Japanese people. R2 reveals that her birthday is October 25. Character History[edit ] Season 1[edit] Leluch shocked to see C.C. alive and with Connell.
Nellly's role in the first season is quite small, serving as little more than motivation for Leluch's goal of overthrowing the British empire and creating a world in which Nianall can live in peace. After Levuch rescued Suzaku, he returned to Ashford's Academy and was surprised to see origami necklaces with C.C.C. Arthur,
one of the misguided cat, was later chased around the school by the student's entire body after wandering into Laimperoge's residence and fleeing with a Loch Zero mask. Millie announced that whoever catches the cat will get a kiss from every student council member. Suzaku and Leluh were the ones who got the cat
and got a kiss on the cheek from Daniel. The student council accepted it and built a cat house in the council hall. After that incident, Daniel, along with the rest of the student body, watched Prince Clovis' funeral live. During the funeral, the Emperor of Britain spoke of the virtues of inequality and the social battle for
evolution and better. She then reappeared being kidnapped by Mao, who used her to get to Lelouch for payback for what he did to him. After deploying to Nunel, Leluh and Souzaku were shocked to see a bomb placed above it. However, with teamwork, Leluh and Suzaku managed to save Numali. She was kidnapped by
the V.V. for the rest of the season, and Leluch abandoned the Black Knights in the middle of the battle to save her. Not only did he fail to do so, but his departure also left his forces powerless against the well-coordinated British forces, culminating in a decisive defeat. Season 2[edit] The second season that everyone's
memories of Connelly have been erased, including Leluch. Everyone at Ashford Academy believes that Clara Lanfranc and later Rollo Lamperoge is Leluh's younger sister and she was the whole time. It is not known whether Nunali and Julius met between the two seasons. After restoring his memory, Leluch concluded
that Nunale was probably a hostage to the emperor, who would not hesitate to use his children to achieve his goals. As a result, Leluch must try to maintain the masquerade that he has not regained his memories to protect her. Nunali first appeared in the second season as a British princess and the new Viceroy 11. She
still remembers Leluh, though she doesn't know about his identity as Zero. Nnell suspects something happened between her brother and Souzaku. Nianley vowed to continue his older half-sister later by reopening Japan's special administrative region, sharing Suzaku's view that the world could be changed in gentle
ways. After Kallen Stadtfeld was captured and sent back to Zone 11, Connell transferred her to a better facility and gave her a dress to wear instead of a plain prisoner jumpsuit. They infect the conversation about Leluh, which Souzaku interrupts. He asked to speak to Callen privately, in particular, using the prisoner's
number, not her name, which Nunn noticed. She also suspects she's lying about Leluh to protect her. During a meeting discussing the reconstruction of the slums, she confronted Alicia Lommeyer about the burden she placed on the population of Eleven, who could say from her hand that she was downplaying the
problems she would create. She insists on being rewritten until she does. During tokyo's second battle, Rollo and Sayoko were sent to withdraw Numali. Although Sayoko was able to move his transport mechanism to evacuate Numali, both were seemingly killed when they were caught up in the explosion of Nina's bomb,
which was fired unwantedly by Souzaku when his life was in danger under Lenusz. When Leluch spoke to Charles and Marianne in the Raganok Connection episode, it was revealed that Nunalli's injuries were orchestrated by the W.W.A., who framed her to witness her mother's murder. Her blindness, which is
considered psychological, was actually the result of Charles's Geiss, made to protect her from a possible repression of V.V. Charles chose to send them both, claiming that he was doing it to protect them from V.V., whom he believed he could no longer trust. When Nunal reveals she is still alive (thanks to aldrin Zevon's
efforts in her Lancelot Grail), she tells Leluh and Souzaku that they are now her enemy. During the Battle of Mount Fuji, The N.L.E.I.A. bombs in brother to stop him, but he fails to stop Leluch. Later, as the final battle unfolded, she fell to Damokel Key and fell from her wheelchair and crawled around looking for the Key.
Leluch was able to move towards Damokel and confront her, but was shocked that Nunal had managed to break through Geass Charles when he opened his eyes to congratulate him, asking if he would use Geas for her. Nellly opens his eyes. She refuses to give Leluh Damokel Key, and she explains that Damokel will
become a symbol of hatred among people, allowing them to move forward into the future after she is gone. Under the influence of Ias of Leluch. Because Lelusch considered that her ideals would no longer oppose his plans, he quickly used his Geass to force Numali to give up the key and use The Amocles to take over
the world. Calling him a liar, Nunali can watch helplessly as Leluch climbs down the stairs, stopping her from chasing him, going all the way there to fall from his chair on the stairs, a broken heart. She's crying over her brother's death. Two months later, Nineley was a chained prisoner and forced to wear a rather
revealing red dress, brought to witness the execution of UN leaders kneeling behind Schneisel. When Souzaku, under the mask of Zero, appears and stabs Laluh on his sword, Nunali can only look on in shock. When Leluch falls near her, she enscees with his hand and realizes that he sacrificed himself on purpose. He's
holding Souzaku's hands. Declaring his love for his brother, Nnumal wept hysterically when Leluh died. Some time later, Nunali became Britain's 100th Empress and remained an important diplomatic figure with Zero (Suzaku) and obedient Schneider, who was moved by Leluh before her death to serve Zero, on her part.
On January 25, she visited Ashford Academy again with Zero to meet her student council friends. [edit | edit] Lelouch vi Britannia[edit source] Lelouch is the closest person in Numali's life. He was her brother, a confidant, and a guard who was an exile. Because of Noel, Leluh started her search as Zero, but the zero goal
is for her brother to always be there for her. It is not known if Nunali interacted with Julius Kingsley. Once she found out her brother was zero all the time, she still loved him, even though she had faith, as she had faith, as she had hinted at by Charles zi Britannia during his conversation with V.V.  After Leluch began her
search for Zero Requiem, she began to feel sad and negative about why he was doing all this, since Leluch could not explain his actions, all her doubts disappeared, and instead replaced with anguish when he realized why he himself was killed and that his intentions were noble afterwards. This time. It's worth noting that
Connelly, unlike Leluch, doesn't care how cruel the world can be. Her only wish was to stay with Leluch, who loved above everyone else.  Suzaku Kururugio[edit source] Suzaku is one of Nunalus's closest friends, who has known and played together since childhood and comforted him in the difficult times of the
Sakuradite conflict. Leluch initially wanted Suzak to become the guardian of Nannaley because of his increased activities with the Black Knights, only to be struck by Euphie, which created an increasingly tragic conflict. When he becomes Viceroy of Zone 11, they reconnect with each other. She later asked Souzaku, who
called her on the phone, and after Souzaku backed away from her, she realized he was the same as Leluuch. After Leluh and Souzaku declared the world enemies, her treatment of Souzaku became the same as Leluh after he was denied the truth about Leluh's actions. After Leluch was killed by Souzaku as Zero, he
became Unley's personal defender. He sees Souzaku as a close friend and, to a lesser extent, as a replacement for Leluch, but Nianley will always keep Leluh no matter what. Alice is Nunali's best friend, from Nellly's Nightmare. Newell first met Alice when she defended her and beat three bullies as she went to class.
After meeting on the roof during a festival in Ashford, Nunali now recognises Alice as a new transfer student in her class, which also protects her. Since then, Nunali and Alice have been very close, and Alice has always come to Nunley's aid when she's in trouble. Despite their friendship, Alice feels guilty because she is
a British soldier who is an observational mission in Ashford, a fact that she is hiding from Daniel. While hacking into Ashford's computer database one night, Alice discovered Nunali and Leluch's real identities and that Ashford was hiding them from the empire. While it's her job to report this to her superiors, Alyssa
deletes the files and silences her about it because Connell is her best and only friend. After rescuing Numali from Mao, who had kidnapped her, Alice decided that Numley was no longer safe and made him the target of becoming a British knight to protect her. Alice is shocked that Mark Nemo's pilot is no one else, not
Daniel. After she was captured and imprisoned, Alice confronted her and Nanley realised Alice was a British soldier and asked if she had just been lying all the time while pretending to be her friend, and although Alice tried to explain, Connell rejected her. When Alice finds out nunali's going to be executed, she tries to kill
Rollo You Britannia, but she's in jail. Then he signed a contract with Memo. Zero, Suzak and Euphemia in saving The Nanal. After taking Nunnell to the sword of Akascha and confronting her parents, Alice played an important role in stopping their plan to initiate the Raganouk relationship, admitting to Numali that he loved
her, affirming Nunali's beliefs about hope and happiness in the world and also allowing her to regain her footing with her gaze. Later, when Nunnelly becomes a goodwill ambassador, she and Alice talk about everything that has happened, and Nunelli asks Alice to become an official knight and be by her side in the
future, which Alice happily and tearfully accepts. Kallen Koziki[edit] Nalal met Kallen for the first time when she was presented to the Student Council. Callen found her cute, and she's been very swollen. Before the second season, Kallen was told C.C about Leluch and the royalty. Supposed to have a good friendship
when Callen was captured by the British Army, Connell tried to make her feel more comfortable by giving her a better cell and clothes. They bond through their experiences with their older brothers. It's possible that Connelly will find the cause of the Dark Knight's death and follow Zero because of his older brother's
death.  C.C.[edit source] nunalus's only interactions with C.C. were at the beginning of the series. C.C met nunnally shortly after the orange incident and spent time with her making origami cranes. N'Goony is curious about Leluch's relationship with C.C and for a moment I thought they might be in a relationship, but
Leluch played it as a joke. Pictured, Connelly on. C later brought C out .C Leluh and again denied their relationship as a joke. Although she restored Nunale back to.C royalty, she continued to hate him, regardless of what she did because of her gentle ideals and her opposition to the Britain system. However, it never
openly shows this when in his presence. When asked by The Times why Charles did not reveal his brother's identity as Zero and his Gayas, Charles deeply understood the relationship between Leluch and Nyanell. Kaguya Sumraghi[code editing] In the past, Noel has met Kaguya, but their relationship is quite unknown.
Kaguya testified about Nunali as Princess of Britain before and did not know that she was helping Zero, whose identity is Lelouch. After Zero Requiem, Kaguya couldn't help but mourn The Neynaglia's mourning of Leluuch's death. They were later seen again at a UFN conference on their miraculous birthday. In manga,
she meets Nanley peace negotiations. Saioko Shinozoca[code editing] Sayoko met Numali frequently during his time at Ashford. When Leluh is not around, Sayoko is in charge of his place to take care of Numali. The two get along pretty well and often teach her how to make origami cranes. Both were united during
Tokyo's Second Battle, but were in the custody of the Knights of Glinda, which disenhered them, as Saioko had suspicious ties to the black knights based on its Japanese origins. Despite what happened, both Daniel and Sayoko spent time in a relationship like the old ones before arriving in Damokel. Their long-running
encounter ended when Sayoko was seen spying on the meeting between Schneisel's group and the knights of their temporary union circle and was seen being attacked by one of Schneisvel's soldiers, only to be cornered by Aldrin and her remains of Glinda Knights. Aldrin Jelen[edit source] Nannell and Aldrin met after
saving the Second Battle of the Settlement in Tokyo and got along pretty well with what they had in common with their brothers. Connelly's influence on Aldrin is the reason she saved Sayoko, as this is her request to go to Leluuch. Married Mel Britannia[edit edit source] Nunali and her brother got along with Woman's
Day during her time as royalty. It is not known what their interaction was after he joined the royal family. It's unclear how Nunal's reaction to joining his brother, as well as joining the key to The Damokel. After her mother's death, Nnell was unable to walk, and later her father threw his Geass at her, making her believe she
was blind. It has the natural ability to know if a person is lying by touching his hand. Noel has shown that he is not only astute, but also intelligent, appearing with a similar plan as Lelouch (using Damokel as an object of hatred). Appearances in other media[edit] Code Geass: Akito The Exiled[edit source] Nunnally did not
appear in Code Geass: Akito The Exiled OVA, but it was mentioned until Julius Kingsley, who had brainwashed Lelouch, tried to free Charles Ias. While Souzaku strangled Julius in prison, Julius begged Suzaku to kill him, causing Suzaku to free himself and promising him they would return to save Munnell. Code Geass:
Oz Reflection O2[edit edit] At some point after the Second Battle of Tokyo Village, Nunn found himself somewhere after she slept and realized she had been rescued by Glinda Knights according to Aldrin Zevon, whom she met shortly before heading with them to Damokel, where Schneisel awaits. Meanwhile, Sayako
Shinozaki was arrested about her suspicious ties to the Black Knights. Analno and Sayako continued to interact as one time, while under the hospitality of Glinda Knights, After Lölluh's ascension to the throne, the other knights of the circle, loyal to the late Charles Z Britannia, decided to discuss a meeting with Schneisel
on how to deal with the recent Emperor Leuluch, Nunali headed to his request for his own alimony in order to stop Löluh at all costs because of his affection. , which she was told. for his identity as Zero, Action and Geas. As a result, the remaining knights of the circle left. Sayako peeks at the meeting to end up
disagreeing with them because of the realization of how dangerous the situation is. Aldrin later continued to interact with Numali, while the rest of the Glinda Knights continued to perform their duties, demanding from Schneizell, while Saioko avoided. Code Geass: The Manga[edit source] Unlike the anime, in the second
part of the plot, it arrives after the formation of UFN and does not restore the Special Administrative Zone, probably due to the war between UFN and Britain. Nunali's nightmare is one of the best in the Nunals' world. It is not related to the TV series. After the so-called gas release into the Shinjuku ghetto, Nanley arrived in
the ruins looking for the missing Leluh. The gutted energy-shaped doll, Nemo Magic Device (魔導器ネMadouki Nemo), appears before her and offers her a Geass contract. He accepts and acquires the ability to see lines of the future (similar to Bismarck Waldstein's Geass, albeit more accurate than his). Imo accepts an
albino-like appearance at the end of the contract, and they both come to share a single mind. Nemo's personality remains different from Numali and is said to be an expression of Nellly's subconscious anger and hostility. Nnell and Nemo are aboard mysteriously prominent Knightmore Frame Mark Nemo. Angry that Leluh
was killed or wounded, they quickly destroyed several enemy Sutherlands. In retaliation, Clovis la Britannia sent Heremia Gottwald, Willetta Noo, and a squad from Sutherlands to intercept Mark Nemo. Using the now shared geass, Nunnally and Nemo defeated the entire unit. Their attention turned to Clovis, but at the
last minute they decided to spare him when they recalled Leluch's desire for a peaceful world. Nnell wakes up in her normal body, and her first response is to forcibly deny her involvement in the conflict she witnessed. Imo suddenly appears in front of her, claiming to be an alternative manifestation of the girl, the
manifestation of darkness in The Heart of Newell. She stated that under their contract, she would now become a knight and protector of Nunali. Daniel's the only one who can see Nemo. Nunali Geass's contract gives her and Nemo the general ability to read the lines of the future, a skill functionally identical to prophecy.
The red, bird-like to Memo's left eye ignites when the ability is activated. When combined with their Knightmare Frame, Mark Nemo, Nnell and Nemo are unstoppable on the battlefield, as every move is known to them in advance. In the anime this type of Geass is used by Bismarck, the knight of one; However, it is
slightly different, since it only reads a line of a certain person, not that of the future as a whole. However, there is a side effect to using gayas, as shown when Daniel is forced to be confined to a bed due to the widespread use of its powers. At the end of Connell's nightmare, Connelly also regained the ability to walk and
became a goodwill ambassador to Japan. She also makes Alice her knight. Lost colors[source edit] In video games on PlayStation 2 and PlayStation Portable, the player can cause Rye to fall for nooni. Leluh will be reluctant to accept their relationship, and if Nunali is the chosen girl in the Blue Moon route, he will be with
them on their first date. At the end of Gaias' path, Nunali met Rye in his room while doing origami, revealing that she had made sakura flower. While Rye didn't say anything, Nunali noticed something was wrong, which made her tremble as she feared he would disappear. Rye, however, confirmed it, but also lied to her
about coming back, reassuring Nunali. Nunali later told Rai that she would continue to do origami until he returned, which he liked, but was secretly saddened as he taught her his final lesson. After Rye is sealed in The Thought's elevator, Nunali appears on stage with Sayoko, who sees bright lights falling from the sky.
Nunali was later greeted by Sayoko, who was surprised when she saw Nunley's room being filled with origami. When Connelly picked up an earlier origami-shaped flower with folded folds, she unwittingly began to cry and did not know why. [2] Leloh of the Resurrection[edit] Nunali remains as a figure in the recently
demoted Principality of Britain, guarded and assisted by the new zero. However, since people who have used the F.L.E.I.J.A. in the past should not participate in politics, it has no real power and cannot solve government issues. Instead, the nation is led by Prince Schneisel, who is still under Gais of Leluch to serve Zero,
and a group of other British nobles, so she can only propose changes to the British Parliament. At the beginning of the film, she and Suzaku are taken hostage kingdom of Zilhistan. Granblue Fantasy Fiction[source edit] Granblue Fantasy Wiki Trivia[edit | source editing] Numali is a combination of Cotori from X-1999 and
Kohane from XXXHolic from the Clamp series. [The reference is necessary] According to history lessons with Professor Leluch packed with R1 DVD, Nelloli is a fan of her ancestor Elizabeth III. When she was younger, she read, according to Leluch, a very inaccurate story that described her as a tragic queen. She
became upset with Souzaku when he suggested that Elizabeth was not a ruler, leaving the room. Leluch suggested that her reaction would have been even more severe if he had mentioned the theory that Elizabeth killed Napoleon. Quotes[editing] I wish the world was a gentle place. (zero) I think what you're doing is
wrong! When did I ask you to do this? I'd be happy just to be able to live with you! You mean... everything you've done so far? (Places Leluh's hand in her cheek as tears fall from her eyes) Oh, big brother! I love you! Gallery[edit] source edit] A new character design in R1Nunnally character design in R2Nunnally, as it first
appeared in animeNunnally and Lelouch with Charles Z Britannia in Aries Imperial Villa.Nunnally as a captive photo. The announcement of the restoration of the special zone of JapanNistally resisted the ability of his brother GeassNnally Vi Britannia held captive of Leluch vi Britain. At Leluch by Nunally's The
Resurrection.Design in Lelöch.b on May 11, 2018 - Unknown Inheritance fromD to British Colonisation
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